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The project
What was the problem
The spark for this project ignited back in
October 2016 when Marston’s embarked
on a colossal task to upgrade their entire
1100+ pub and restaurant estate from its
existing software solution to a brand new,
cutting edge system. This upgrade also
highlighted the need to invest in a new
network and power infrastructure in
preparation for the subsequent EPoS
implementation.
Following a successful pilot in 2017,
Marston’s chose Flooid’s Beanstore EPOS
solution, which was the first use of this very
successful POS solution in the hospitality
market. This system was supported by the
introduction of new EPoS hardware
including the new Flytech PoS 350 Tills
(find out how we supported the
development of this till), Tablets, Worldpay
PEDS and Star Printers.

What we did

Cont..

Due to the size of the Marston’s estate and
the variety of environments these solutions
had to be installed into, this became one
of the most ambitious projects undertaken
by Celestra and this project became a
showcase for every service we have in our
arsenal.
This was at the time, this was by far one of
the most ambitious and extensive projects
undertaken by Celestra which unutilised
the whole plethora of services Celestra has
to offer. This has now been replicated
across many of clients who see the value in
one expert partner.
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Why Marston’s chose Celestra
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How did Marston’s benefit?
The benefit to the Marston’s customer has
been extensive. The new solution delivers
a much quicker service platform which
leads to shorter queues and higher
customer satisfaction.
The new solution allows for new
technology, which enables the team at
Marston's to move forward, ensuring more
accurate and timely orders, faster cooking
times and great all-round connectivity.
But this was only the beginning and with
future enhancements across loyalty, stock
management and pricing and promotions,
the future at Marston’s looks bright.
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What Marston’s said
“The rollout process in place worked well ensuring all the EPoS equipment was built and shipped to the pub on time. Engineers arrived

promptly on-site and had the knowledge to upgrade the EPoS system successfully therefore we had no delays. Overall, the rollout was a big
success!” Sarah H, Marstons
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